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Andreev reflections at metalÕsuperconductor point contacts: Measurement and analysis
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We present point-contact Andreev reflection measurements ofX/Nb contacts, whereX5Ni, Co, Fe, and Cu.
Experimental conductance-voltage curves were analyzed with the Blonder-Tinkham-Klapwijk theory@Phys.
Rev. B25, 4515~1982!#, extended to include the polarizationP of the metal and proximity effects. For Ni, Co,
and Fe the conductance-voltage curves can be well described by the model withP and Z as the fitting
parameters, whereZ is a dimensionless barrier strength included in the model to describe elastic scattering at
a nonideal metal/superconductor interface. The polarization for Fe, Co, and Ni depends on the magnitude ofZ.
The value of the intrinsicP can be obtained by extrapolation toZ50 ~perfectly transparent interface!. For Cu,
the conductance-voltage curves show a dip at the position of the Nb superconducting gap, due to proximity
effects, which reduce the effective gap value for the normal to supercurrent conversion at the Cu/Nb interface,
while leaving the gap for quasiparticle transport essentially unchanged. In addition, an overall decrease of the
gap is observed when the size of the point contact approaches the superconducting coherence length in Nb. We
have included these effects in our model and obtained very good agreement between experimental data and
model calculations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.104510 PACS number~s!: 74.80.Fp, 75.30.2m, 75.70.2i, 74.50.1r
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there is a renewed experimental and theore
interest in metal/super-conductor junctions, largely driven
the ability to measure the spin polarizationP of the conduc-
tion electrons in a metal with the so-called point-contact A
dreev reflection~PCAR! method.1–3 The rapid developmen
of new magnetoelectronic devices in recent years stimul
the search for materials with a high spin polarization as
performance of such devices depends critically on a subs
tial spin polarization.4,5 A reliable method for the determina
tion of P for newly developed materials is therefore of prim
importance.

The spin polarization of a metal is usually defined asPn
5(n↑2n↓)/(n↑1n↓), wheren↑ and n↓ are the charge den
sities at the Fermi energy of the majority band and the
nority band, respectively. However, in the measurement
spin polarization by PCAR or tunneling, one measuresP
5(I ↑2I ↓)/(I ↑1I ↓), the imbalance in the currents of the m
jority and minority carriers.3 We will use this definition ofP,
which is relevant to spin polarization measured by PCAR
the remainder of this paper. The value ofP is not necessarily
the same as that ofPn . Under certain conditions, such a
when the Fermi velocities of all the spin currents are
same,P5Pn .6 Note that, althoughI ↑ can be either larger o
smaller thanI ↓, with PCAR we can only measure the abs
lute value of the spin polarizationuPu.

Apart from PCAR, there are only a few other metho
with which one can determineP. The most widely used
method, so far, uses a superconducting tunnel junction, c
sisting of a superconductor/insulator/ferromagnet stack
layers.7–9 The value ofP can be determined by exploiting th
characteristics of the density of states of the supercondu
in a magnetic field. There are however a number of dra
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backs to this method. Tunneling occurs only from within
few monolayers at the interfaces between the metal e
trodes and the insulating barrier layer.10 The spin polariza-
tion of these few interfacial layers can be substantially d
ferent from that of the bulk. Furthermore, the fabrication o
pinhole-free insulating barrier layer with a thickness of abo
1 nm proves to be extremely difficult. The characteristics
the barrier material must also be taken into account in
determination ofP via the tunneling matrix elements. In
deed, a wide range of values have been reported for the
polarization of Ni, Co, Fe, and some of their alloys, wh
using Al2O3, AlN, and MgO as barriers.8

In contrast, PCAR does not suffer from these drawba
as it does not rely on the preparation of a thin insulat
barrier layer and it probes the polarization not merely a
few monolayers at the interface but on the lengthscale of
electron mean free path in the metal. Furthermore, PCAR
very well suited for the measurement of the spin polarizat
of new materials, for which the fabrication of high quali
tunnel junctions is often a formidable challenge.

Nevertheless, while the principle of PCAR in ideal situ
tions appears to be simple, employing the technique in
experimental conditions is nontrivial. Without suitable ana
sis, the as-obtained PCAR results can lead to exagger
values ofP. In this paper, we will present PCAR measur
ments and model calculations, providing a methodolo
through which the PCAR results can be reliably interpre
and the value ofP extracted. Ferromagnetic Ni, Co, Fe, an
their alloys are the most important materials to date w
substantial spin polarization. However, the reported value
spin polarization of even these well-known ferromagn
vary greatly. We will demonstrate that the spin polarizati
of Ni, Co, and Fe can be accurately determined using PC
For nonmagnetic metals, the spin polarization is expecte
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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be zero. Strong proximity effects must be taken in accou
however, in order to extract the spin polarization from t
PCAR measurements, as demonstrated in the case of C

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we w
discuss the model used to fit the experimental results of S
IV. After a brief description of the experimental procedu
~Sec. III!, we will present the Andreev reflection measur
ments for the magnetic materials Ni, Co, and Fe, and
nonmagnetic Cu in Sec. IV. These results will be analyz
and discussed using the model of Sec. II. Finally, we w
summarize and conclude in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

When a bias voltageV is applied across a clea
nonmagnetic-metal/superconductor point contact, there
several mechanisms for the current to enter the super
ductor. At voltages higher than the superconducting gapD,
electrons can pass from the metal into the superconducto
quasielectrons or holes, which relax into the Cooper-p
condensate over the charge relaxation distance. Howeve
voltages lower than the superconducting gapD, there are no
available quasiparticle states in the superconductor. Inst
current is converted directly into a supercurrent of Coo
pairs, consisting of two electrons of chargee with opposite
spin. This is accomplished by the reflection of a hole ba
into the metal, a process first described by Andreev.11 Thus
for Andreev reflection 2e is transferred across the interfac
effectively doubling the conductance as compared to
normal-state conductance, i.e.,G(0)/Gn52, whereG(0) is
the conductance at zero bias andGn the conductance forV
@D.

For a ferromagnetic-metal/superconductor contact,
situation is somewhat different. Because the Cooper-pa
composed of a spin-up and a spin-down electron, both
required for the Andreev reflection process to take pla
Consequently, when there is an imbalance in the numbe
spin-up and spin-down electrons at the Fermi level, as in
case of a ferromagnetic metal, the Andreev reflection pr
ability is limited by the minority carriers in the metal. In th
extreme case ofP51 the Andreev reflection probability i
zero, because there are no spin-down states available,
thus at zero bias voltage the normalized conductance
comesG(0)/Gn50. In general, for arbitraryP, it can easily
be shown that

G~0!/Gn52~12P!. ~1!

Equation~1! shows that a conductance measurement at s
bias voltages of a metal/superconductor contact, in princi
is an experimental method to measure the spin polariza
of a metal.1–3

It is important to recognize, however, that the simple
lation of Eq. ~1! is valid for a clean contact only. In rea
experiments, there usually will be some barrier at the me
superconductor interface, due to oxide layers or a misma
between the Fermi velocities of the metals. This barr
causes normal reflection of part of the current, effectiv
lowering the conductance, which interferes with the effe
of the spin polarization. One therefore needs a model to a
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lyze the conductance as a function of the bias voltage
nonideal contacts to reliably extract the spin polarization

Previously, Blonder, Tinkham, and Klapwijk~BTK! have
developed a theory to analyze the conductance versus
voltage curves for nonmagnetic-metal/superconducto
contacts.12–14 They solved the Bogoliubov equations for
nonmagnetic-metal/superconductor interface and the eff
of a barrier was included by introducing ad-function poten-
tial at the interfaces, with dimensionless strengthZ. The cal-
culation results in a set of reflection and transmission pr
abilities A, B, C, andD for an incident electron with energ
E. Here,A represents the Andreev reflection probability,B
the probability of normal reflection,C the normal andD the
Andreev transmission probability. The total current as
function of the bias voltage is found by integration of th
probabilities over all energies, weighted by the Fermi-Dir
distribution functionf, and reads

I 52eANvFE
2`

`

@ f ~E2V,T!2 f ~E,T!#@11A2B#dE,

~2!

with e the electron charge,A the effective cross-sectiona
area of the contact,N the one-spin density of states at th
Fermi energy andvF the Fermi velocity.12 Here, only A
5A(E,D,Z) and B5B(E,D,Z) enter into Eq.~2!, making
use of the fact that the total probability must add up
1(A1B1C1D51). The conductanceG(V)5dI(V)/dV
versusV curve can then be calculated at a temperatureT by
numerically solving and differentiating Eq.~2! as a function
of the applied bias voltageV.

We have extended the model to include the spin polar
tion P of the metal by decomposing the current into two pa

I 5~12P!I u1PIp , ~3!

with (12P)I u the fully unpolarized part of the current fo
which Andreev reflection is allowed, andPIp the fully po-
larized part of the current for which the Andreev reflecti
probability is zero.I u and I p are calculated by solving Eq
~2! with the appropriate probabilitiesAu , Bu , and Ap50,
Bp , respectively. Note that Eq.~2! shows that the currentI is
proportional toNvF , from which directly follows that the
spin polarization measured with PCAR in the ballistic r
gime is P5(N↑vF

↑2N↓vF
↓)/(N↑vF

↑1N↓vF
↓), with Ns the

spin-dependent density of states at the Fermi level andvF
s the

spin-dependent Fermi velocity (s5↑,↓).
Figure 1~a! shows three normalized conductance curv

calculated using the method outlined above, for a spin po
ization P50, 0.35, and 1, withZ50 andD51.5 meV. For
P50 the conductance is a bell-shaped curve for wh
G(V)/Gn52 for uVu,D and G(V)/Gn51 for uVu@D. As
expected, whenP51, G(0)/Gn50, and for the intermedi-
ate case ofP50.35, G(0)/Gn52(12P)51.3. Figures 1~b!
and~c! show the effect ofZ on the shape of the conductanc
curves for a spin polarization of 0.25 and 0.75, respective
WhenZ increases, the Andreev reflection at low voltages
suppressed, and sharp peaks appear atD and2D, character-
istic for a metal/insulator/superconductor junction. Expe
mentally, this decrease in the Andreev reflection probabi
0-2
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should not be mistaken for substantially more spin polari
tion of the material under investigation. Otherwise, an ex
gerated spin polarization would be concluded.

Finally, we have added one more refinement to the mo
It is well known, that the Cooper pairs from a supercondu
ing metal in close proximity to a metal can diffuse into t
metal, creating a weakly superconducting layer at the me
superconductor interface.14,15 This superconducting proxim
ity layer has a lower transition temperature and a lowerD
than those of the bulk. The Andreev reflection process,
curring at the metal/proximity-layer interface, is therefo
limited to bias voltages smaller than the superconducting
value of the proximity layer. However, quasiparticles c
only enter the superconductor for voltages higher than
bulk gap of the Nb. This proximity effect is incorporated in
our model by introducing two gap values, one for the A
dreev reflection process (D1), and one for the quasiparticl

FIG. 1. Theoretical normalized conductanceG(V)/Gn versusV
curves atT51.5 K using the model described in Sec. II, withP, Z,
andD as shown in the figure. For~a!, ~b!, and~c! the gap value is
D5D15D2.
10451
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transport (D2). Figure 1~d! shows the effect of a supercon
ducting proximity layer on the conductance curve withD1
50.75 meV, D251.5 meV for a normal-metal/
superconductor interface withP50 and Z50. Due to the
proximity effect, two sharp dips appear in the conductan
curve for voltages betweenuD1u and uD2u.

To conclude this section we present in Table I an ov
view of the modified BTK Andreev- and normal-reflectio
probabilities, used in the calculations, for the fully unpola
ized (Au andBu) and the fully polarized part of the curren
(Ap50 and Bp), for energiesuEu<D1 , D1,uEu,D2 and
D2<uEu.

III. EXPERIMENT

The PCAR measurements involve a small contact a
because we want to measure the conductance of the m
superconductor interface only. More specifically, the size
the contact should be of the order of or lower than the el
tron mean free path~Sharvin limit16! ensuring that the larges
voltage drop occurs at the metal/superconductor interf
and that we have no large resistance in series. Experim
tally, PCAR measurements can be done either using a
micron pillar structure fabricated by lithography,2 or much
simpler, using a sharp tip in contact mechanically with
metal surface. The mechanical contact has the distinct ad
tage that many contacts can be made between the sam
and the same metal film.

The point-contact Andreev reflection measurements,
scribed in this paper, were done using a Nb tip, pressed
the metal films by a differential screw mechanism, similar
the one described in Ref. 17. Tip and film were enclosed
vacuum jacket immersed in a liquid helium bath. All me
surements were performed at a temperature of 4.2 K.I and
dI/dV versusV curves were measured using a conventio
four-probe method and lock-in technique.

The Nb tip was prepared by mechanically polishing
0.030 in. diameter Nb wire, followed by electrochemic
etching in a potassium-hydroxide solution. The radius of
Nb point obtained by this method ranges between 1
10 mm. We have analyzed only those measurements
lly
TABLE I. Overview of the modified BTK Andreev- and normal-reflection probabilities for the fu
unpolarized (Au and Bu) and the fully polarized part of the current (Ap50 and Bp), with u01

2 512v01
2

5
1
2 $11@(E22D1

2)/E2#1/2%, u02
2 512v02

2 5
1
2 $11@(E22D2

2)/E2#1/2%, g1
25(u01

2 1Z2@u01
2 2v01

2 #)2, g2
2

5u01
2 v01

2 1(u02
2 2v02

2 )@u02
2 1Z21(u02

2 2v02
2 )Z2(11Z2)#, and g3

25(u02
2 2v02

2 )@u02
2 1Z21(u02

2 2v02
2 )Z2(1

1Z2)#.

Unpolarized current Polarized current
Au Bu Bp

uEu<D1

D1
2

E21~D1
22E2!~112Z2!2

12Au 1

D1,uEu,D2

u01
2 v01

2

g1
2

12Au 1

D2<uEu
u01

2 v01
2

g2
2

~u02
2 2v02

2 !2Z2~11Z2!

g2
2

~u02
2 2v02

2 !2Z2~11Z2!

g3
2
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which the contact resistance is between 1 and 100V, which
corresponds to an estimated contact diameter between 4
60 nm, within the Sharvin limit. The Ni, Co, Fe, and C
films were prepared onto Si substrates by dc magnetron s
tering at 6 mTorr Ar pressure in a deposition chamber wit
base pressure better than 131027 Torr. The thickness of the
films ranges between 2000 and 5000 Å.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The PCAR results in real experimental situations
rarely that of a perfectly clean contact, for whichG(0)/Gn
52(12P) applies. One needs to analyze the entire cond
tance curve using a model that includes the effects of a m
with spin polarization as well as the proximity effect. Th
experimental conductance data can be fitted to extract
spin polarizationP and the barrier strengthZ. Also through
such analysis, one can ascertain, among many, the few
ductance data with a clean contact (Z50) for which the
intrinsic spin polarization can be reliably determined. As
lustrated below, our model provides excellent fits to the c
ductance data for a wide range ofZ values. Most impor-
tantly, the spin polarization can be determined consiste
from these results.

A. Ni, Co, and Fe

Figure 2 shows a selection of results for the PCAR m
surements atT54.2 K of Fe for six different contact resis
tances in the range between about 5 and 23V. Except for
Fig. 2~f!, which displays the bell-shaped curve for a cle
contact, the shape of the other curves is representative
contact with a barrier at the interface, characterized b
prominent dip located at zero bias voltage due to a nonz
Z, similar to the theoretical curves shown in Fig. 1~b!. All the
conductance curves can be fitted very well by the mo
presented in Sec. II, as illustrated by the solid lines in
figure. We use only three parameters to fit the conducta
curves: the spin polarizationP, the interfacial scattering bar
rier Z, and the energy gapD of the superconductor. Th
temperatureT was fixed to 4.2 K. It is assumed thatD5D1
5D2, since an appreciable proximity effect is absent for
~and also for Co and Ni!, which is due to the fact that thes
ferromagnetic materials act as a pair breaker for the Coo
pairs.18 The fitted values forP, Z, andD are shown in the
figure. Again it is clear that a detailed fit of the data
needed, because based upon the conductance at zero
voltage alone, a significantly higherP would be concluded
using Eq.~1!. Note that there is no clear relationship betwe
the contact resistanceR andZ, indicating that a lower resis
tance does not necessarily implicate a cleaner contact
stead, the contact resistance is largely determined by the
of the contact area. However, the fitted spin-polarizationP
shows a systematic variation with the barrier strengthZ.
Contacts with a higherZ result usually in a lower spin po
larizationP.

In the same manner, we have made up to 60 meas
ments for each Ni, Co, and Fe using several different fil
and Nb point contacts. All of the conductance curves can
10451
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excellently fitted and the results for the spin polarizationP as
function of Z are shown in Fig. 3. For Ni, Co, and Fe,P
decreases with increasingZ, due to negative effects of a sca
tering barrier at the metal/superconductor interface on
spin polarization. Formation of metal oxides and metal/
alloying at the interface cause spin-mixing effects and dil
the intrinsic polarization of the bulk material. The scatter
the values ofP at highZ is probably related to the specifi
composition of the barrier and its influence onP. Most im-
portantly, the intrinsic spin polarization of the current can
reliably extracted in the limit ofZ50, as is demonstrated b
the parabolic fit of the data shown by the solid line in Fig.
resulting inP50.3760.01, 0.4560.02, and 0.4360.03 for
Ni, Co, and Fe, respectively.

The values for the spin polarization of Co and Fe can
compared with those recently obtained using high qua
superconducting tunnel junctions. The values ofP50.42 and
0.45 for Co and Fe, respectively, as reported by Mons
et al.,9 agree very well with our results. In the same study,
the other hand, a considerably lower spin polarizationP
50.29 was found for Ni. However, Ni-alumina alloy forma
tion is problematic in these tunnel junctions, which cons
erably reduces the apparent spin polarization of Ni obtai
by this method.19

FIG. 2. Representative conductance versus voltage curve
Fe/Nb point contacts for various contact resistancesR at T54.2 K
~open circles!. The solid lines are fits using the model of Sec.
resulting inP, Z, andD as indicated in the figure.
0-4
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B. Cu

In a similar manner as for the magnetic materials
scribed above, we have measured about 35 conducta
voltage curves for a Nb point contact on Cu. Figures 4~a! and
~b! show two representative normalized conductance ve
voltage curves with a contact resistance of 7.6 and 2.4V,
respectively. For both curvesG(0)/Gn is not 2, due to a
nonzeroZ and the effects of a finite measuring temperatu
There is a pronounced proximity effect in the Cu, charac
ized by the two dips in the conductance betweenuD1u and

FIG. 3. Fitted spin polarizationP as function ofZ at T54.2 K
for ~a! Ni, ~b! Co, and~c! Fe. The solid line is a parabolic fit of th
data to extractP in the limit of Z50.

FIG. 4. Representative conductance versus voltage curves
Cu/Nb atT54.2 K ~open circles! with a contact resistance of~a!
R57.6 V and ~b! R52.4 V. The solid lines are fits using th
model of Sec. II, resulting inP, D1 , D2 , Z, andT as indicated in the
figure.
10451
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uD2u at positive and negative bias voltages, similar to t
theoretical curve of Fig. 1~d!. The proximity effect is more
pronounced for a clean contact with a lowZ.

The solid curves are fits to the data with the model of S
II using two gap values, which resulted in values forP, D1 ,
D2 , Z, andT as shown in the figure. We want to emphasi
that as expected for nonmagnetic Cu, the extracted spin
larizationP, despite very substantialZ is consistently 0. The
two dips in the conductance curves are very deep and h
sharp edges. This is surprising because of the consider
thermal broadening that is expected at 4.2 K. Apparen
there are nonequilibrium transport processes present w
the proximity effect in the Cu plays an important role. Sin
temperature is included in our model by an equilibriu
Fermi-Dirac distribution function, the fitted temperature
considerably lower than 4.2 K, as shown in Fig. 4. Forma
including nonequilibrium processes in the calculations, ho
ever, would require an entirely different approach, which
beyond the scope of this paper.20,21 Nevertheless, apart from
this discrepancy there is an overall excellent agreement
tween experimental and fitted conductance-voltage curve

Figure 5~a! shows the evolution of the fitted gap value
D1 andD2 as a function of the contact resistance between
and 10.1V for three series of Cu/Nb PCAR measureme
using different films and Nb point contacts. Although there
some difference in the absolute values between the diffe
measurements, the three films show basically the same
havior. Going from small to larger contact resistance, tha
going from a large to a small contact area, bothD1 andD2
first display a sharp decrease and then a slight increase
attribute the initial decrease to the fact that, when the size
the contact approaches the superconducting coherence le
jNb , the superconductivity in the end of the Nb tip is su
pressed. We have estimated that at a contact resistanc
approximately 3V, the diameter of the contact area b
comes equal to the coherence lengthjNb538 nm.22 For
higher contact resistances a slight increase ofD1 andD2 is
observed. These high resistance contacts are usually ac
panied by a largeZ, which leads to the somewhat higher ga
values because of a reduced proximity effect.

Although the overall values ofD1 and D2 show a large
variation for different measurements depending on the c

for

FIG. 5. ~a! Evolution of the superconducting gap valuesD1

~solid symbols! and D2 ~open symbols! as function of the contac
resistance for three different series of measurements using diffe
Cu films and Nb point contacts.~b! Ratio D1 /D2 as function ofZ
~open squares!. The solid line is a guide to the eye.
0-5
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tact resistance, the ratio ofD1 /D2 is surprisingly constant
Figure 5~b! showsD1 /D2 as function ofZ for all Cu/Nb
PCAR measurements. The ratioD1 /D2 approaches 0.5 in the
limit of a clean contact, when the proximity effect is mo
pronounced. The reason for this factor 0.5 needs further
oretical examination. One could argue that this factor rep
sents the average gap value for the superconducting pro
ity layer in the Cu, which is roughly half that of the bulk ga
value.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have analyzed the PCAR measurem
of X/Nb, with X5Ni, Co, Fe, and Cu. Experimenta
conductance-voltage curves were analyzed with the B
theory, modified to include the spin polarization of the cu
rent P and superconducting proximity effects in the met
The polarization for Fe, Co, and Ni depends substantially
n

m
J

J

ng

er
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the quality of the metal/superconductor contact. The value
the intrinsic spin polarization of the current can be obtain
by extrapolation toZ50 ~perfectly transparent interface!, re-
sulting inP50.3760.01, 0.4560.02, and 0.4360.03 for Ni,
Co, and Fe, respectively. For Cu, the conductance-volt
curves show a dip at the position of the Nb superconduc
gap. This dip can be attributed to a weakly superconduc
layer in the Cu at the Cu/Nb interface, which reduces
effective gap value for the Andreev reflection process, wh
leaving the gap for quasiparticle transport essentially
changed. In addition, an overall decrease of the gap is
served when the size of the point contact approaches
superconducting coherence length in Nb.
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